The Emmy(R) Nominated Second Season of One of Television's Most Popular Hit Series Comes to DVD August 22nd From Universal Studios Home Entertainment

Tuesaday July 18, 9:00 am ET

'House: Season Two'

'Both Hilarious and Heartbreaking, this Could Be Network TV's Best Current Series.' –David Kronke, L.A. Daily News

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif., July 18 /PRNewswire/ -- Medical misanthrope Dr. Gregory House starts making house calls on August 22, 2006 when 2006 Emmy® nominee "House: Season Two" comes to DVD from Universal Studios Home Entertainment. Arriving just in time for "House" fans to catch the episodes they missed before the premiere of Season Three, this new six-disc set stars Hugh Laurie in his Golden Globe®-winning role as an irresistibly quirky infectious disease specialist and medical Sherlock Holmes. House's caustic wit and unorthodox approach to patient care ruffle the feathers of his superiors and staff but his unerring instinct for detecting rare illnesses earns him their grudging respect. The most shocking and compelling medical drama on television, House has become one of TV's most acclaimed dramas, earning a 2006 Emmy® nomination for Outstanding Drama Series. Named Program of the Year for 2005 by the American Film Institute, the series also earned a 2005 Emmy® Award plus four additional Emmy® nominations, a Television Critics Association Award and a Peabody Award for Achievement in Electronic Media. A hit with critics and fans alike, this DVD is a must-own for any of the over 25 million viewers that tuned into the Season Two finale.

An inspiring teacher, master diagnostician and all-around pain in the neck, House's bedside manner is nonexistent, his manners appalling, and his attitude toward authority exasperating. He is also an unsurpassed medical sleuth, cracking controversial cases that leave other doctors scratching their heads. Making memorable guest appearances in Season Two are top stars ranging from Sela Ward to Ron Livingston and LL Cool J to Cynthia Nixon. The six-DVD set is priced at $59.98 SRP. Pre-order close is July 18, 2006.
BONUS MATERIAL
* An Evening With House -- The cast and executive producers of *house participate in a panel discussion at the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
* "Autopsy" -- Commentary with executive producers David Shore and Katie Jacobs from the episode, "Autopsy."
* "No Reason" -- Commentary with executive producers David Shore and Katie Jacobs from the episode, "No Reason."
* Alternate Take from Daddy's Boy: The Valley Girl Version -- Lisa Edelstein (Cutty) and Jennifer Morrison (Cameron) perform two scenes as if they were like, valley girls.
* It Could Be Lupus... -- A montage of clips highlighting the show's oft-repeated diagnosis.
* Alternate Take from Sleeping Dogs Lie: The Valley Girl Version
* Blooper Reel

SYNOPSIS
Dr. Gregory House (Golden Globe winner Hugh Laurie) is a brilliant diagnostician whose bedside manner leaves a great deal to be desired. Acerbic, antisocial and brutally honest, House thrives on the challenge of unsolved medical mysteries that leave other doctors bewildered. With his handpicked team of brilliant young doctors and his own flawless instincts, he gets to the bottom of these stubborn conundrums with unconventional methodologies that infuriate the higher-ups at Princeton–Plainsboro Teaching Hospital. Emmy® nominated as Outstanding Drama Series, Season Two features a remarkable ensemble cast including Omar Epps, Lisa Edelstein, Robert Sean Leonard, Jennifer Morrison, Sela Ward, Chi McBride and Jesse Spencer and superb performances from guest stars like Ron Livingston, LL Cool J, and Cynthia Nixon.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DVD
Street Date: August 22, 2006
Pre–Order Close: July 18, 2006
Copyright: 2006 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.
Price: $59.98 SRP
Selection Number: 29600
Running Time: 17 Hours 31 Minutes
Discs: 6
Layers: DVD–9 (Single–Sided)
Aspect Ratio: Anamorphic Widescreen (1.78:1)
Rating: Not Rated
Technical Info: English Dolby Digital 5.1 Surround; English SDH
Spanish
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